I. INTRODUCTION
The Higgs boson is an important ingredient of the Standard Model and the chief quarry at present and future collider programs. Based on theoretical arguments, the mass of the Higgs boson is subject to the following generic bounds 1 : a The triviality bound, which indicates that the Higgs boson mass m h should be less than about 800 GeV for the SM to be a consistent l o w-energy e ective theory. b Vacuum stability bound, which suggests a correlation between the m h lower bound and the new physics scale beyond which the SM is no longer valid. On the experimental side 2 , the non-observation of Higgs signal at the LEP2 experiments has established a lower bound on the SM Higgs boson mass of 89.8 GeV at a 95 CL. Future searches at LEP2 will eventually be able to discover a SM Higgs boson with a mass up to 105 GeV. The CERN Large Hadron Collider LHC is believed to be able to cover up to the full m h range of theoretical interest, about 1000 GeV. To illustrate this point, we show the Higgs boson production cross sections at a 2 TeV upgraded Tevatron and its subsequent decay braching ratio in Fig. 1a and 1b respectively. We see that the gluon fusion process has the largest total cross section, typically a factor of 4 greater than that of associated productions. The Higgs boson has the increasingly large branching ratio to W W , when m h 135 GeV, the W W decay c hannel dominates. We h a ve also shown the vector boson fusion process cross sections in Fig. 1a .
Our signal and background Monte Carlo simulation was performed using the PYTHIA package interfaced with the SHW detector simulation 3 . The production cross-sections for the principal background processes were normalized to W W = 1 0 :4 pb, t t = 6 :5 pb, W Z = 3 :1 pb, and Z Z = 1 :4 pb.
II. DI-LEPTONS PLUS MISSING TRANSVERSE ENERGY SIGNAL
For the pure leptonic channel, we identify the nal state signal as two isolated opposite-sign charged leptons and large missing transverse energy. The leading SM background processes are
We impose the following acceptance cuts:
Two and only two opposite sign leptons. p T e 10 GeV, j e j 1:5; p T 1 10 GeV, p T 2 5 GeV, j j 1:5; m`` 10 GeV, R`j 0:4, = E T 10 GeV. In identifying the signal events, it is crucial to reconstruct the mass peak of m h . Unfortunately, the W W mass from the h decay cannot be accurately reconstructed due to the two undetectable neutrinos. However, both the transverse mass M T and the cluster transverse mass M C , de ned as 4 M T = 2 q p 2 T `` + m 2 ``; M C = q p 2 T `` + m 2 `` + = E T ; 2 yield a broad peak near m h and have a long tail below. The cluster transverse mass M C has a Jacobian structure with a w ell de ned edge at m h . For a given m h to be studied, one can perform additional cut optimization. In Table I, We illustrate the e ect of the optimized cuts of Table I in Fig. 2 , where the cluster tranverse mass distribution for a m h = 170 GeV signal and the summed backgrounds, normalized to 30 fb ,1 , are shown before a and after the nal cuts b. A clear excess of events from the Higgs signal can be seen in Fig. 2b . It is important to note that before application of the nal cuts, the dominant backgrounds are W W and the W+fake with other sources accounting for less than 10 of the total. Moreover, for 30 fb ,1 integrated luminosity, the statistical error in the background is less than 2 before application of the nal cuts. We therefore argue that one should be able to normalize the SM background curve W W with su cient precision to unambiguously identify a signi cant excess attributable to Higgs boson signal.
Our nal results for the channel h ! W W !` are summarized in Table II . We h a ve included the contributions to h ! W W from the vector boson fusion channels as well as from W ! !``. It 
III. LIKE-SIGN DI-LEPTON PLUS JETS SIGNAL
The contributing channels to this mode are W h ! W W W !`jj ;Wh! W Z Z !``jj ;Zh! Z W W !```jj ;Zh! Z Z Z !````jj. We identify the nal state signal as two isolated like-sign Although the triple gauge boson production in Eq. 4 constitutes the irreducible backgrounds, the W Z j j , t t through b or c semileptonic decay and the background from j ! e fakes turn out to be larger.
We impose the following cuts Two same-sign leading leptons. p T ` 10 GeV, j`j 1:5, m`` 10 GeV, 0:3 R`j 6, = E T 10 GeV Fo r a m uon, further demand that the scalar sum of additional track momenta within 30 be less than 60 of the muon momentum. With these cuts, we present the results for the signal and backgrounds in Table III . We can see that for a given m h , the S=B is larger than that for the di-lepton plus = E T signature, reaching as high as 63. One can consider further optimization of cuts with m h dependence. However, the rather small signal rate for a 30 fb ,1 luminosity limits the statistical signi cance. Also, the systematic uncertainty i n the background may b e worse than the pure leptonic channel.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
We combine our results from the two c hannels in Fig. 3 
